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Unsolicited Advice for Democrats
By Deborah A. Geier
Deborah A. Geier is the Leon M. and Gloria Plevin
Professor of Law at Cleveland-Marshall College of
Law, Cleveland State University. Sometimes she votes
for Democrats (she voted for Kerry); sometimes she
votes for Republicans (she voted for Reagan both
times). She used to refer to herself as a ‘‘Rockefeller
Republican,’’ but she finds that not many young
people know what that means these days. She was a
fan of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, which raised the
capital gains tax rate to equal the rate imposed on
labor income. Unfortunately, that state of affairs didn’t
last long.

I think Joseph Thorndike hit the nail on the head in his
attempt to explain why Americans can simultaneously be
troubled by escalating income and wealth inequality and
yet favor the Bush tax policies that have shifted a larger
percentage of the aggregate tax burden to the middle
class. He wrote:
The answer lies in the connection between inequality and tax policy. Most Americans don’t see it.
Generally speaking, they aren’t convinced that tax
policy would help resolve the nation’s most pernicious economic trend. They recognize the problem,
but that recognition doesn’t prompt a change in
their policy preferences.1
I also agree with him that it may not be simply a
matter of imparting better information to Americans —
that if they only understood the effect of taxes in escalating inequality, they would no longer support taxing labor
income more heavily than capital gains and dividend
income at the individual level, for example.
But if I had a pot of money at my disposal, I think I
would give it the old college try anyway. And I would do
it in a way that virtually all campaign experts say is a
sure loser: providing real information instead of clichés
such as ‘‘the Bush tax policies are unfair,’’ ‘‘the rich don’t
pay their fair share,’’ or ‘‘the wealthy are getting the lion’s
share of the tax cuts.’’ That doesn’t resonate, because it’s
too distant from the real effect that is at the heart of the
debate regarding the distribution of the tax burden and
inequality.
Democrats should focus on the following statement:
The distribution of the tax burden worsens inequality
because there is less income inequality before annual tax
bills are paid than after they are paid. That’s the key point
that should be stressed, over and over again, like a
broken record (in the days of yore before CDs): The
government imposes taxes in such a way that the distribution of income is more unequal than if the government

1
Joseph J. Thorndike, ‘‘The Importance of Ideology,’’ Tax
Notes, May 9, 2005, p. 692.
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Ironically, although Pasquantino seems to strengthen
the ability of governments to collect taxes in other
countries, it may undermine to some extent the vitality of
the tax treaty provisions that govern most international
tax collection coordination efforts. Those provisions are
predicated on the inability of governments to enforce
their tax laws abroad in the absence of those agreements.
If, however, this predicate is eroded, treaty negotiators
could find it more difficult to obtain the consent of their
treaty partners to these reciprocal tax collection pacts.
Perhaps most ominously, Pasquantino raises questions
about the type of conduct that now can be viewed as
criminal under U.S. law. Specifically, it raises a concern
that practitioners may be at risk by engaging in routine
foreign tax planning in the United States, if that conduct
has the effect of avoiding foreign taxes and the foreign tax
avoidance is asserted to be a criminal violation by the
revenue authorities of the other country. (The asserted
criminality may even derive from an ex post facto interpretation by the foreign revenue authorities.) The Court’s
opinion offers very little basis for comfort on that point,
spending a scant two paragraphs analyzing why this
avoidance of foreign tax laws constituted a ‘‘scheme or
artifice to defraud’’ that resulted in U.S. criminal liability.
One reading of Pasquantino could easily suggest that the
Court has sanctioned criminal prosecution for any conduct asserted to be a criminal violation of a foreign tax law
as long as the foreign government could show some concealment. Arguably, Pasquantino can be read more narrowly, so that the actions of the taxpayer would have to
satisfy a dual criminality standard (that is, the actions
would be criminal under foreign law and, if the tax
avoided were U.S. tax, would be criminal under U.S. law).
But even that reading would represent an expansion of
what most practitioners believe current law to be.
Perhaps some comfort could be derived from the fact
that the government may be hesitant to prosecute when
the violation of foreign tax law is not so obvious, which
is usually the case when complex international transactions are involved, but relying on prosecutorial discretion
is hardly satisfactory. Finally, one may look for comfort to
the fact that the decision to prosecute in Pasquantino may
have been part of a concerted effort, backed at the highest
levels of the Treasury, to crack down on liquor (and
tobacco) trafficking. That too, however, may be cold
comfort to those who believe that recent high-level
government official comments on tax shelters lack a
certain appreciation for the shade-of-gray judgment calls
that are a regular part of international tax planning.
These issues are important to taxpayers, in-house tax
professionals, and advisers. They create significant uncertainty in areas previously thought settled. They also
add additional complexity to an area already beset by the
unanswered questions of Circular 230, conflicting court
cases and administrative guidance on the appropriate
standards to be applied to tax planning, changing domestic and foreign rules regarding tax planning disclosure
and penalties, and, last but certainly not least, the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. How that uncertainty will
ultimately affect taxpayers and tax professionals is currently unclear, but perhaps the Second Circuit will bring
some needed elaboration to this corner of the tax world
with a well-reasoned opinion in RJR Nabisco.
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Moreover, even though Madison Avenue advertising
types shudder at the mere suggestion, I think real charts
and graphs should be used to illustrate this point. To be
sure, a good portion of Americans will tune out at that
point, but not all of them will (I think we underestimate
the American people), and some who do will nevertheless remember the opening line: The distribution of the
tax burden itself is increasing inequality. Based on oneon-one discussions with middle-income Americans of my
acquaintance, most of them are convinced once they see
and understand information like that described below.
In our basic tax textbook,3 my coauthors and I summarize the data as follows. The key point is near the end
of the discussion, which shows that income disparity
between the superwealthy and the rest of us is smaller
before taxes are paid than it is after taxes are paid, which
means (to say it yet again) that the distribution of the tax
burden itself is making income inequality worse:

2

The charts are drawn from Robert Greenstein and Isaac
Shapiro, Center for Budget and Policy Priorities, The New
Definitive CBO Data on Income and Tax Trends (Sept. 23, 2003). The
data they use comes from the Congressional Budget Office.
3
Joseph M. Dodge, J. Clifton Fleming Jr., and Deborah A.
Geier, Federal Income Tax: Doctrine, Structure, and Policy (3rd ed.
2004) at 143-146.

Data from the Congressional Budget Office show
that after-tax income disparity increased dramatically between 1979 and 2000. While all groups show
income growth, the top 1 percent’s share of after-tax
income gains were outsized in comparison. Between 1979 and 2000, the average after-tax income
gain of the top 1 percent was $576,400, while for the
middle quintile it was $5,500 and for the bottom
quintile it was $1,100. Figure 1, below, shows this
data more completely. Notice the very dramatic
difference between the top 1 percent and even those
in the 96th to 99th percentiles. While the averageincome of those in the 96th to 99th percentiles was
$158,600 in 2000 (your average successful doctor or
lawyer), the average income for those in the top 1
percent was $862,700. In other words, income earners in the 96th to 99th percentiles were much closer
to the middle quintile earners than they were to the
top 1 percent, which is truly a class unto itself. (All
figures below show 2000 constant dollars.)
Figure 2 shows this data graphically, in percentage
terms.
Figure 3 shifts gears from showing the changes in
earnings (Figures 1 and 2) to showing the absolute
percentage shares of after-tax national income. The
top 1 percent’s share of after-tax income went from
7.5 percent in 1979 to 15.5 percent in 2000, while the
bottom 40 percent’s share went from 19.1 percent in
1979 to 14.6 percent in 2000.
Turning to taxes paid by each group, Figure 4
shows effective total federal taxes paid (including
payroll taxes) by each income group.
Finally, Figure 5 shows average pre-tax income by
income group. Notice that the top 1 percent’s share
of pretax income in 2000 increased by 184.2 percent
between 1979 and 2000, while its share of after-tax
income (Figure 1) increased by 201.3 percent between 1979 and 2000. That results from the decrease, reflected in Figure 4, in the percentage of
income paid in federal taxes by the top 1 percent
(from 37 percent in 1979 to 33.2 percent in 2000).
(Text continued on p. 1311.)

Figure 1
Average After-Tax Income by Income Group
(in 2000 dollars)
Income Category

1979

Lowest fifth
$12,600
Second fifth
25,600
Middle fifth
36,400
Fourth fifth
47,700
81st-95th Percentile
65,300
96th-99th Percentile
103,600
Top 1 Percent
286,300
Overall Average
40,700
Source: CBO (for 81st-95th and 96th-99th percentiles,
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1989

2000

Percent Change
1979-2000

$12,100
$13,700
25,100
29,000
37,500
41,900
51,800
59,200
75,800
88,700
129,100
158,600
506,500
862,700
46,700
57,000
CBPP calculations from the CBO data).

8.7%
13.3%
15.1%
24.1%
35.9%
53.1%
201.3%
40%

Dollar Change
1979-2000
$1,100
3,400
5,500
11,500
23,400
55,000
576,400
16,300
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imposed no taxes at all. Congressional Budget Office data
discussed below2 shows that the gap (which is increasing) in pretax income between the very wealthy and the
rest is smaller than the gap in after-tax income. Thus, the
distribution of the tax burden itself is increasing inequality. I
need to stress here that I am not talking about using the
tax system to reduce income inequality, which is a use of
the tax system that is utterly anathema to conservatives
and libertarians alike. What I am saying here is that the
tax system should be structured so that the distribution
of the aggregate tax burden itself does not actually worsen
income inequality. In other words, the government
should not be intervening through the tax system to
make the gap between the very rich and everyone else
actually greater than it otherwise is (in the absence of tax).
I think most Americans, whether Democrat or Republican (or Rockefeller Republican), would agree with that
statement.
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220%

201%

200%
180%

Percentage Change

160%
140%
120%
100%
80%

53%

60%

36%

40%
20%

9%

13%

15%

Bottom
Fifth

Second
Fifth

Middle
Fifth

24%

0%

Next-to- 81-95% 96-99%
Top Fifth

Top 1%

Source: CBO (for 81st-95th percentiles, CBPP calculations from the CBO data).

Figure 3
Shares of After-Tax Income by Income Group
Income Category

1979

Lowest Fifth
6.8%
Second Fifth
12.3%
Middle Fifth
16.5%
Fourth Fifth
22.3%
81st-95th Percent
24.3%
96th-99th Percent
10.6%
Top 1 Percent
7.5%
Source: CBO (for 81st-95th and 96th-99th percentiles, CBPP

1989

2000

5.1%
10.8%
15.7%
21.9%
24.6%
11.7%
11.3%
calculations from the CBO

Percentage Point
Change in Shares
1979-2000

4.9%
9.7%
14.6%
20.2%
23.8%
12.0%
15.5%
data).

-1.9
-2.6
-1.9
-2.1
-0.5
+1.4
+8.0

Figure 4
Effective Total Federal Tax Rates (Percentage of Income Paid in Federal Taxes)
Income Category

1979

Lowest Fifth
8.0%
Second Fifth
14.3%
Middle Fifth
18.6%
Fourth Fifth
21.2%
81st-95th Percentiles
24.0%
96th-99th Percentiles
27.8%
Top 1 Percent
37.0%
Source: CBO (for 81st-95th and 96th-99th percentiles, CBPP
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1989

2000
(before recent tax
legislation)

7.9%
13.9%
17.9%
20.5%
23.4%
25.4%
28.9%
calculations from the CBO

6.4%
13.0%
16.7%
20.5%
24.3%
28.0%
33.2%
data).

Percentage Point
Change (1979-2000)
-1.6
-1.3
-1.9
-0.7
0.3
0.2
-3.8
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Figure 2
Change in Average After-Tax Income: 1979-2000
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Income Category
Lowest Fifth
Second Fifth
Middle Fifth
Fourth Fifth
81st-95th Percent
96th-99th Percent
Top 1 Percent
Source: CBO (for 81st-95th

1979

1989

2000

Percent Change
1979-2000

$13,700
$13,100
$14,600
29,800
29,100
33,300
44,700
45,700
50,300
60,500
65,100
74,500
85,900
98,900
117,200
143,300
173,100
200,200
454,200
712,100
1,290,800
and 96th-99th percentiles, CBPP calculations from the CBO data).

Central to this issue is the reduced tax rate for capital
gain (and now dividend income), which is so heavily
concentrated in the top 1 percent. Even the ‘‘merely
wealthy’’ earn most of their income in the form of labor
returns. That’s not true for the top 1 percent, which
controlled 33 percent of the nation’s total wealth in 2001.4
Figure 6 (p. 1312) indicates dramatically how labor
income decreases significantly and capital gain increases
significantly as income rises.5
Figure 7 (p. 1313) is another view, also including
dividend income, shown graphically.6
The result, as illustrated in Figure 8 (p. 1313) for the
year 2000, is that those at the very top of the income

4
See Robert Frank, ‘‘The Rich Really Are Like Everyone — In
Debt,’’ The Wall Street Journal, May 5, 2005, at C1.
5
The chart appears at Leonard E. Burman and Deborah I.
Kobes, ‘‘Composition of Income Reported on Tax Returns,’’ Tax
Notes, Nov. 10, 2003, p. 783.
6
The chart, based on material from the Tax Policy Center,
appears at Edmund L. Andrews, ‘‘Initiative by Bush on the
Income Tax Has Innate Conflicts: Potential Reforms Shift Burden From Wealthy to Middle Class,’’ N.Y. Times, Oct. 6, 2004, at
C1.
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6.6%
11.7%
12.5%
23.1%
36.5%
53.6%
184.2%

Dollar Change
1979-2000
$900
3,500
5,600
14,000
31,300
76,900
836,600

spectrum can have lower effective tax rates (total tax in the
numerator and total income in the denominator) than the
merely wealthy.7
As long as capital gain and dividend income are taxed
more lightly than labor income, the distribution of the tax
burden itself will continue to exacerbate — not merely
hold harmless — income and wealth inequality. Government intervention to increase the gap between the very
rich and the middle class should be considered unamerican. People of good faith from different ends of the
political spectrum can disagree regarding whether the tax
system should be used to reduce income inequality, but I
think most Americans can agree that the tax system
should not be used in a way as to make income inequality
worse than it would be in a no-tax world.
(Figures 6-8 are on the following pages.)

7

The chart appears at Martin A. Sullivan, ‘‘The Rich Get
Soaked While the Super Rich Slide,’’ Tax Notes, Nov. 3, 2003, p.
581 at 582.
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Figure 5
Average Pretax Income Group (2000 dollars)
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Figure 6
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The Wealth Effect
As taxpayers’ incomes rise, so does the percentage of their income
from capital gains and dividends.
Percentage of Income From
Capital Gains and Dividends

Adjusted Gross Income,
in 2000
$1 to $50,000

3.0%

$50,000 to $100,000

4.0

$100,000 to $500,000

11.5

$500,000 to $1 million

24.7

$1 million to $10 million

37.6

$10 million and up

61.4

Source: Tax Policy Center
Source: The New York Times

Figure 8
Figure 1: Progressive to a Point?
Effective Tax Rates of the U.S. Federal Income Tax By Income Levels in 2000
35.0%
30.0%

29.4%

Effective Tax Rate

28.3%
25.0%

28.5%
26.3%

23.9%
22.3%

20.0%

17.3%
15.0%
10.0%

8.5%

9.8%

13.5%
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Sources: Author's calculations using data from David Campbell and Michael Pirisi, “Individual Income Tax Returns, 2000,” SOI Bulletin, Fall 2002,
available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/00indtr.pdf; and “400 Individual Income Tax Returns Reporting the Highest Adjusted Gross Incomes
Each Year, 1992-2000,” SOI data release, SOI Bulletin, Spring 2003, available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/00in400h.pdf.
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